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Abstract: We demonstrate lensless quantitative phase microscopy and
diffraction tomography based on a compact on-chip platform, using only a
CMOS image sensor and a programmable color LED matrix. Based on the
multi-wavelength phase retrieval and multi-angle illumination diffraction
tomography, this platform offers high quality, depth resolved images with
a lateral resolution of 3.72µm and an axial resolution of 5µm, across a
wide field-of-view of 24mm2. We experimentally demonstrate the success
of our method by imaging cheek cells, micro-beads, and fertilized eggs
of Parascaris equorum. Such high-throughput and miniaturized imaging
device can provide a cost-effective tool for telemedicine applications and
point-of-care diagnostics in resource-limited environments.
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1. Introduction

Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) has become an invaluable tool for bio-medical research
thanks to its unique capabilities to image living specimens without the need for specific staining
or labelling [1]. With the introduction of the interferometry and digital holography methods to
microscopy, it became possible to measure the phase shift introduced by a specimen quantita-
tively [2, 3]. Nevertheless, conventional interferometric methods typically rely on highly coher-
ent laser illumination, plaguing with speckle noise that prevents the formation of high quality
images. Furthermore, the measured phase only represents the object projection along the axial
direction, making detailed volumetric information inside the sample inaccessible. Finally, the
imaging optics and the bulky, expensive, and highly vibration-sensitive interferometric deceive
become the major obstacle to making the whole system in a miniaturized and cost-effective
format.

During recent years, great efforts have been made by large number of researchers to over-
come the above-mentioned limitations, and the developments can be accordingly categorized
as follows. (1) Developing new quantitative phase measurement approaches that use par-
tially coherent illumination or even white-light: Recently, some common-path interferomet-
ric QPI methods have been reported for various biomedical applications, which allow for
self-interference under white-light illumination. Such approaches include spatial light interfer-
ence microscopy (SLIM) [4], white-light diffraction phase microcopy (wDPM) [5], white-light
Fourier phase microscopy (wFPM) [6] etc. These white-light QPI methods significantly allevi-
ates the coherent noise problem and, meanwhile, their common-path geometries are inherently
insensitive to mechanical vibrations and air fluctuations that typically affect any interferometric
system. On a different note, the non-interferometric phase retrieval techniques have been exten-
sively explored during recently years since they also relax the stringent beam coherence require-
ments compared with the conventional interferometry and holography. Such methods comprise
iterative phase retrieval algorithms [7–9], and deterministic approaches based on solving the
transport of intensity equation (TIE) [10–13]. Without the need of a separate reference beam,
these non-interferometric single-beam approaches require only object field intensity measure-
ments at different axial planes [9, 11], or with different wavelengths [8, 12, 14] for quantitative
phase reconstruction. It has been demonstrated that those non-interferometric phase retrieval
methods can be well applied to partially coherent fields [9, 15, 16], enabling accurate and high-
quality quantitative phase imaging and preventing image degradation due to speckle noise. (2)
Combining QPI with tomography techniques to gain additional resolving power in the axial
direction: The common idea is to record multiple complex amplitude images diffracted by the
object under varying illumination angles (using either specimen rotation [17] or beam scanning
[18–20]) or by simply scanning the focus through the sample [21], and then to reconstruct 3D
structure with filtered back-projection/inverse Radon transform adapted from X-ray computed
tomography [17, 18], or under the framework of the diffraction tomography theory that ex-
plicitly takes the effect of diffraction into account [19–22]. (3) Simplifying and shrinking the
size of the whole imaging system based on lensless and/or on-chip architectures [23–25]. The
compact, low-cost, robust, portable devices with a decent imaging performance may provide a
solution for telemedicine needs, or for reducing health care costs for point-of-care diagnostics
in resource-limited environments.

In this paper, we present lensless quantitative phase microscopy and diffraction tomography
based on a compact on-chip platform, using only a CMOS image sensor and a programmable
color LED matrix. By illuminating the sample at multiple wavelengths emit from the color
LED sources, the quantitative phase of the specimen can be retrieved through an efficient phase
retrieval algorithm by combining the TIE with the iterative phase retrieval approach. With the
quantitative phase retrieved, the diffracted object field can be digitally refocused through back
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propagation without using of any lenses. Furthermore, by illuminating the sample sequentially
with different LEDs across the full array, the complex fields of same object from different illu-
mination angles can be mapped in 3D Fourier space, and the diffraction tomogram of the sam-
ple is then reconstructed by using 3D inverse Fourier transform. We wish to emphasize that the
advantages of using color LED matrix for lensless phase microscopy and tomography are con-
siderable. First, it fully eliminates the complicated and time-consuming mechanical operations
that usually required as in conventional TIE phase retrieval and tomographic microscopy. By
changing the color of the LED illuminations (red, green, and blue), we can capture diffraction
patterns at multiple propagation distances that required in TIE phase retrieval without moving
the camera or the specimen. Meanwhile, by turning on different LEDs in the matrix sequen-
tially, we can in fact change the relative angle of illumination with respect to the specimen
without rotating the sample or using any complex beam scanning devices. Second, compared
with coherent laser-based imaging, the partially coherent multi-angle LED illumination at dif-
ferent wavelengths effectively suppress the speckle noise and distortions caused by parasitic
reflections in the optical setup, resulting in high-quality, depth-resolved phase reconstructions.
Finally, the simple and lensless optical configuration for optical microscopy and tomography
allows itself to be a compact, cost-effective, and portable architecture for diagnostic imaging
applications at the point-of-care.

It should also be emphasized here that we are not the first to apply the LED matrix as the
light source for optical microscopy. The recently developed Fourier ptychographic microscopy
replaces the optical condenser of a conventional microscope with a LED array [26–28]. The
LED array provides angularly varying illuminations to bypass the resolution limit defined by
the objective lens through a ptychography-like algorithm that combining the synthetic aperture
with the phase retrieval in the spatial frequency domain. Though both the high transverse reso-
lution and a very large field of view (FOV) can be achieved simultaneously, to our knowledge,
the Fourier ptychographic microscopy still requires normal imaging optics and cannot be ap-
plied to the lensless geometry. Therefore, it has to be built based on a traditional microscope
equipped with objectives. However, in this work, we first present the use of a color LED matrix
to achieve lensless quantitative phase imaging and diffraction tomography, which leads to a
compact, standalone platform that achieves high quality, depth resolved images with a lateral
resolution of 3.72 µm and an axial resolution of 5 µm, across a wide FOV of 24 mm2. The per-
formance of our method is quantified and demonstrated using micro-beads of different sizes, as
well as imaging cheek cells and fertilized eggs of Parascaris equorum.

2. System setup

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram and a photograph of our microscope. It does not contain
any moving parts, and the two essential components are a CMOS sensor (Micron MT9P031,
pixel size: 2.2µm, 5M pixels) and a commercially available 8 by 8 of color LED matrix.
Each LED can provide approximately spatially coherent quasi-monochromatic illuminations
with narrow bandwidth [623nm (red), 522nm (green) and 467nm (blue), ∼20nm bandwidth,
∼150µm size]. In our platform, The 64 LEDs cover about ±45◦ range of illumination angles
in both x and y axis and controlled by an Arduino micro-controller (MCU). The LED matrix is
placed at 3.25cm away from the sample plane while the samples are placed very close to the
sensor chip (typically less than 2mm). The small object-to-sensor distance not only minimizes
the spatial incoherence gating effect that required for high-resolution phase imaging, but also
guarantees a more accurate axial intensity derivative estimation that is curial to the success of
the phase retrieval based on TIE, as will be detailed below.
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Fig. 1. Lensfree microscopy and tomography platform. (a) Schematics explaining the prin-
ciple of lensless imaging. Typical values: L= 32.5mm, z= 300µm∼1.6mm. (b) Photograph
of the microscope. The system is consisting of a CMOS imaging sensor and a LED matrix
controlled by a MCU, where each LED can provide RGB narrow-band illumination. The
whole device is powered through the USB connection.

3. Phase retrieval and digital refocusing with multi-wavelength illuminations

In lensless imaging, only the out-of-focus diffraction pattern of an object can be recorded. An
image of the object must then be reconstructed numerically; this can be performed by field
propagation methods if the phase of the diffraction pattern can be retrieved. In the paraxial
regime, wave propagation is mathematically described by the Fresnel diffraction integral

Uz(x,y) =
exp( jkz)

jλ z

∫∫
∞

U0(x,y)exp
{

jπ
λ z

[
(x− x0)

2 +(y− y0)
2
]}

dx0dy0, (1)

while the intensity propagation obeys the TIE [10], which can be derived from the square mod-
ulus of the Fresnel diffraction integral

−k
∂ I (x,y)

∂ z
= ∇⊥ · [I (x,y)∇⊥φ (x,y)] , (2)

where k is the wave number 2π
/

λ , ∇⊥ is the transverse gradient operator. A close inspection
on the diffraction integral [Eq. (1)] reveals that the wavelength λ and propagation distance z
always appear in pairs (aside from the trivial global phase factor), which means that a change
in wavelength demonstrates equivalent effect on the field propagation as a change in propaga-
tion distance [8, 12, 14]. For example, for a non-dispersive specimen (which is valid for most
biological samples) with object-to-sensor distance z, if the illumination wavelength is changed
from λ to λ +∆λ , the recorded diffraction pattern has an effective wavelength dependent dis-
tance ze f f = z∆λ

/
λ . Compared with conventional multi-depth methods, the multi-wavelengths

strategy eliminates the need for any active elements and mechanic operation during image cap-
ture, thus greatly simplifies the system design and improves the image acquisition speed. Once
three diffraction patterns at different illumination wavelength (red, green, blue) are captured,
the effective defocus distances of the red and blue channel images are converted according to
zr,b = zλr,b

/
λ g, using the green channel image as the central reference image (z = zg). Then

the longitudinal intensity derivative ∂ I
/

∂ z can be estimated through the following (unequally
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spaced) finite difference formula:

∂ I
∂ z

=
(∆zb)

2 (Ir− Ig)− (∆zr)
2 (Ib− Ig)

∆zr∆zb (∆zb−∆zr)
, (3)

where ∆zr,b are effective propagation distances from the red/blue channel image to the green
channel image, respectively (∆zr,b = zr,b− z). The finite difference yields an accurate and ac-
ceptable estimate of the intensity derivative only if the effective propagation distances between
the three channel, ∆zr,b, are small, which in turn requires a small separation between the object
and the image sensor. With the estimated intensity derivative, combining with the central green
channel image Ig, the phase distribution at the image plane can be retrieved by solving the TIE
using fast discrete cosine transform (DCT) under homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
[29]. First, an auxiliary function ψ satisfying ∇⊥ψ = I∇⊥φ is introduced to convert the TIE
into the following two Poisson equations:

−k
∂ I
∂ z

= ∇
2
⊥ψ, (4)

and
∇⊥ ·

(
I−1

∇⊥ψ
)
= ∇⊥

2
φ . (5)

By solving the first Poisson equation [Eq. (4)], we can get the solution for ψ , thus the phase
gradient can be obtained (since I−1∇⊥ψ = ∇⊥φ ). The second Poisson equation [Eq. (5)] is
used for phase integration. By solving the two Poisson equations with use of fast DCT [29], the
phase φ can be uniquely determined apart from an arbitrary additive constant (which is trivial
for QPI). In this work, the TIE is solved under simplified homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions (assuming zero phase change at the image boundary), which is reasonable since our
imaging FOV is quite large and most of samples are isolatedly distributed within the FOV, thus
the disturbance from the very few samples located at the edge of the image can be safely ne-
glected. Note for a more general and rigorous solution of the TIE, the inhomogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions should be used, and one additional hard-edged aperture at the object plane
is required to generate the inhomogeneous boundary signals [29–31].

Generally, the phase retrieved by the TIE is considered as quantitative. However, it has been
shown that the TIE method has its inherent limitations as a tool for phase retrieval, and some-
times fails to provide an accurate solution that coincide with the exact phase [32–35]. The
phase errors originate from the nonlinear components related to the finite difference approxi-
mation [Eq. (3)] [32, 33], and the phase discrepancy associated with the TIE solvers [34–36].
To compensate these inaccuracies, the deterministic TIE-reconstructed phase is used as an ini-
tial input for the Gerchberg-Saxton-type iterative phase refinement [7, 8]. Conventionally, the
Gerchberg-Saxton iterative phase retrieval algorithm starts from a randomly distributed phase,
and then propagate the complex field back and forth between different planes, replacing the
intensity with the measurement values until the whole process converges. Due to the signifi-
cant difference between the initial values (randomly distributed phase) and the true phase to
be solved, the iterative process often exhibits slow convergence (needs hundreds of iterations)
and stagnation [37]. However, instead of using a random guess, in our work, we use the TIE-
reconstructed phase as the initial input for the Gerchberg-Saxton-type iterative phase retrieval
algorithm. The TIE reconstruction provides a very good initial approximation of the phase, thus
the convergence rate is significantly improved (only 5 RGB iterations are used in this work) and
the stagnation problems associated with the Gerchberg-Saxton-type iterative algorithm can be
effectively avoided. Finally, the complex amplitude signal retrieved from the green channel in-
tensity image and the phase after iterative refinement, is propagated back to the object plane
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the multi-wavelength phase retrieval and image recon-
struction. See text for details. The sample is illuminated at different illumination wave-
lengths (R,G,B) (a), and the green channel image combining with axial intensity derivative
estimated are used for TIE phase reconstruction (b). The TIE-reconstructed phase is then
refined by a Gerchberg–Saxton–type iterative phase retrieval algorithm (c). Finally, the re-
trieved complex field is propagated back to the object plane (d) to get a sharp in-focus
image, as shown in (e). Scale bar 400µm.

to bring the image back into focus. The whole phase reconstruction process as well as the
reconstruction results of a ovary of lilium is illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows the raw
diffraction patterns at different illumination wavelength (red, green, blue). Though the object
to sensor distance is relatively small (1.6mm), the out-of-focus blurring can be easily observed
in the magnified regions of the raw images [Fig. 2(a)]. After the TIE phase retrieval and 5 it-
erations phase refinement, the reconstructed complex field was propagated back to the object
plane, resulting in a sharp in-focus image with all out-of-focus blurring effectively removed,
as shown in Fig. 2(e). This flexible ability to digitally adjust the ‘z’ parameter significantly
extends the depth-of-field (DOF) of our platform compared to other imaging systems where
conventional microscope objectives are used.

To further investigate the imaging resolution of our platform, Fig. 3 illustrates the reconstruc-
tion result of a 2µm silica bead in water. For a standard lens based imaging systems, greater
lateral resolution is achievable by increasing the numerical aperture (NA) of the imaging optics.
However, In our lensless geometry, by use of a small object-to-sensor distance, the collection
NA at the detection plane approaches to 1. Thus, the spatial resolution of our reconstructions is
ultimately limited by the pixel size of the sensor (2.2µm). To reduce the mosaic effect due to
the insufficient resolvability of the imaging sensor, the raw diffraction patterns are upsampled
by a factor of five, using cubic spline interpolation before the phase retrieval and reconstruction
procedure [Figs. 2(b)]. We wish to emphasize that for such small-sized specimen, the advan-
tages of interpolating the diffraction patterns before imaging reconstruction are considerable.
First, interpolation significantly alleviates the pixelation effect in original diffraction patterns as
well as the final reconstruction, allowing defining a more accurate and smooth object support.
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Fig. 3. Resolution analysis and reconstruction result of a 2µm silica bead: (a) recorded
diffraction pattern (Red channel), (b) upsampled version of (a), (c) reconstructed in-focus
intensity image, (d) Axial and transverse profiles (dotted black and dashed red lines) of
the volumetric reconstruction. The FWHM values for the lateral line-profile is 3.72µm,
while the axial FWHM is approximately 51µm. (e) 3D representation of the reconstructed
volumetric intensity distribution.

Second, interpolating the diffraction patterns before phase reconstruction further allows the
imaging resolution to be improved by the phase retrieval algorithm. Though interpolation does
not introduce any additional information content of the raw image initially, after the TIE recon-
struction and the iterative phase refinement, some higher spatial frequency components grad-
ually appear, which allows the resolution improvement in the final reconstruction. As shown
in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), the FWHM value of the transverse section of the reconstructed bead is
3.72µm, suggesting an improved resolution compared with the maximum resolution capability
offered by the sensor pixel size (4.4µm, twice of the detector pitch). Furthermore, the small
object-to-sensor distance (magnification ≈ 1) also leads to a significant large imaging FOV.
To demonstrate the wide-field imaging capability of our system, we imaged a whole unstained
cheek cells sample. The sample was obtained from a cheek smear, diluted into a water droplet
then spread on a cover glass. The entire FOV (∼ 24mm2) as captured by the CMOS sensor is
shown in Fig. 4, with the reconstructed intensity and phase images of three different regions
within the entire imaging area depicted in the surrounding insets. In these reconstructed images,
the cell morphology is clear and their boundaries can clearly be seen and separated from the
background. Especially the phase images provide much clearer information about the actual
structure of the specimen, with the optically thick nucleus and wrinkled cell membrane shown
with high contrast. These results demonstrate our high-throughput platform can yield inten-
sity and quantitative phase imaging with a lateral resolution of below 4µm over a large FOV
of 24mm2. It should be noted that the lateral resolution and FOV can be further improved by
simply using larger image sensors with a smaller pixel size.

4. Diffraction tomography with multi-angle illuminations

Though the complete knowledge of the complex optical field permits computing the intensity
fields in parallel planes by use of numerical backward propagation, the 3D distribution of the
object wave-front reconstructed suffers from a extended axial focal region that the reconstructed
objects do not appear well localized but are prolonged in z-direction. As shown in Fig. 3(e), the
volumetric intensities reconstruction of 2µm bead demonstrates an elongated tail along the z
direction. The FWHM value of the axial line profile along the sphere’s central position is about
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Fig. 4. Quantitative phase reconstruction of cheek cells. The central image shows the cap-
tured raw diffraction pattern over entire FOV (∼ 24mm2). The surrounding sub-images
shows the reconstructed intensity and phase images of three different regions (correspond-
ing to the green, red, and blue boxed areas) within the entire imaging area.

50µm, suggesting a significantly lower depth resolution compared with the lateral resolution
[Fig. 3(d)]. In order to retrieve depth-resolved images, we can make full use of the 8 by 8 LED
array for sample illuminations. Each LED element illuminates the sample from an oblique in-
cident angle, and the corresponding RGB diffraction images are acquired to retrieve the whole
complex field information using the composite phase retrieval algorithm described in Section 3.
For weakly scattering objects that the first Born or Rytov approximation is satisfied, the Fourier
diffraction theorem [22] states that the 2D Fourier transform of the forward scattered complex
field retrieved from one illumination angle cover a cap of sphere with same orientation in the
3D Fourier space, so-called Ewald sphere [19, 20]. If only one illumination angle is used, the
retrieved complex field only occupies very limited support with a negligible thickness in the
3D spatial frequency space, which explains the poor longitudinal imaging capabilities shown in
Fig. 3(e). However, by using various illumination directions, a finite volume of 3D reciprocal
space can be filled by caps of spheres with various orientations, and true 3D imaging of weakly
scattering specimens can thus be achieved. The total 64 (×3 channels) diffraction patterns are
collected as the sample (2µm bead at z = 0.8mm) is successively illuminated at diffraction
angles by each of the 64 RGB LEDs in the array, and nine typical diffraction patterns are illus-
trated in Fig. 5(a). With the change in illumination angles, the diffraction rings at the detector
plane were stretched to elliptical shapes as expected, since detection plane is not normal to
beam propagation. With our current configuration, we could get an image within illumination
angles of up to ±45◦ for both x and y axis, which can be precisely determined by calculating
the inverse tangent of the ratio ∆d

/
z, where ∆d denotes the lateral shifts of the holograms of

objects with respect to their central positions. It should be noted that the diffraction tomogra-
phy algorithm can be implemented with either the Born or Rytov approximations. For the Born
approximation to be valid, a necessary condition is that the total phase shift introduced by the
object should be small (typically less than π/2), which in turn requires the size of the object to
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be small and the refractive index contrast to be low [19, 38]. The Rytov approximation is less
restrictive than the Born approximation: it is valid as long as the phase gradient in the sample
is small and is independent of the sample size and the total phase shift [38, 39]. Since the phase
delay induced by typical biological cell in the medium can easily exceed π/2 (e.g, the cheek
cells shown in Fig. 4), we implement the diffraction tomography algorithm based on the Rytov
approximation.
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Fig. 5. Tomographic reconstruction of the 2µm silica bead. An LED array sequentially
illuminates the sample with different LED elements, and nine typical diffraction patterns
captured are shown in (a). The retrieved complex fields are mapped in 3D Fourier space
according to Fourier diffraction theory (b-c). Due to the limited pixel resolution abilities,
the actual detectable frequencies of our platform only occupy a limited portion of the 3D
Ewald sphere (d-e), while the information in the red shaded region is unrecoverable. An
iterative non-negative constraint processing method is implemented for filling the rest of
3D space (f-g). And finally a 3D inverse Fourier transform yields 3D tomogram the bead
(h). The FWHM value for the lateral line-profile is 3.41µm, while the axial FWHM shrinks
to 5µm (i).

Theoretically, for a imaging system with detection NA=1 with the full 64 incidences are
used, the detected frequencies provide a reasonably large coverage in the kx− ky plane, fill-
ing a rounded corner square as shown in Fig. 5(b). The detected frequencies in the ky − kz
plane take the form of the well-known butterfly-shaped support of the optical transfer function
(OTF) for a transmission microscope [Fig. 5(c)] [40]. However, the actual detectable frequen-
cies of our platform are almost fundamentally limited by the resolution capability offered by
the sensor pixel size, as illustrated by the red shaded regions. Figures 5(d) and 5(e) show the
results of mapping the retrieved complex fields of the 2µm bead at the sample plane on the
(kx,ky,kz = 0) and (kx = 0,ky,kz) planes, respectively. In principle, the larger angular coverage
and more illumination angles are used, the larger spatial frequency support of the 3D spectrum
can be measured, and thus the ill-posedness of the inverse problem can be alleviated. This can
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be achieved by using a LED matrix with a larger array size and a smaller pitch. However, three
important aspects regarding the LED illuminations should be taken into consideration in prac-
tice. First, with the increase in the number of the LEDs, the required acquisition time as well
as the size of the system will be increased accordingly. Furthermore, for high angle LEDs, the
illumination intensities decrease dramatically due to their larger distance to the sensor. Finally,
decreasing the distance between the LED array and the object can increase the illumination
intensity as well as the maximum angular coverage, but it also decreases the spatial coherence
of the illumination and thus reduces the fringe contrast of the captured diffraction patterns.
Therefore, our current configuration uses an 8× 8 LED matrix located at 3.25cm to the sam-
ple plane to achieve a reasonable tradeoff among these factors (acquisition time, system size,
illumination intensity, angular coverage, and spatial coherence). Due to the limited number
and coverage of the illumination angles, the frequency space has some missing information,
which can be further filled by using an iterative non-negative constraint algorithm [19]. During
the iterative process, the scattering potential is updated by incorporating the new information
generated from the additional constraints. After 50 iterations, the frequency space including
the missing region is more uniformly filled [Figs. 5(f) and 5(g)]. Finally, by taking the inverse
Fourier transform of the entire 3D frequency spectrum, we obtain the depth-resolved 3D inten-
sity tomogram (imagery part of the complex refractive index), resulting in a slightly elongated
blob directed along the z axis [Fig. 5(h)]. The FWHM values for the line profiles suggest that
an axial resolution about 5µm can be achieved through the tomographic reconstruction, which
has been significantly improved compared to the single-angle-illumination case [Fig. 5(i)].

In this work, since we mainly focused on the proof-of-concept, the acquisition and process-
ing speed has not yet been fully optimized. In the current setup, our camera limits the frame
rate of acquisition (6 frames/second). Capturing all images at whole 64 illuminations (totally
3×64 = 192 images) takes 32 seconds. The time for image acquisition can in fact be reduced
to less than 10 seconds if either a reduced region-of-interest (ROI) or a camera with a higher
frame rate is applied. Implementing 2D fast Fourier transform on a graphics processing unit,
the time required for phase retrieval and back propagation (for each illumination angle) of the
whole FOV (2592×1944) is approximately 1200 ms on a laptop computer (Intel Core i7-4700
CPU, 2.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM, NVidia GeForce GT750M GPU). Therefore, for quantitative phase
imaging and digital refocusing with only orthogonal illumination, the current processing speed
is enough to visualize the slow dynamics of microscopic biological samples in real time. For to-
mographic imaging, due to the large size of the dataset, the computation time for reconstructing
a typical diffraction tomogram (512×512×512 voxels) is approximately 1.5 mins.

Next, to demonstrate the tomographic imaging ability of our lensless microscope, we imaged
3µm Polystyrene beads distributed randomly in an approximately 50µm–thick chamber filled
with immersion oil located at a height of ∼ 600µm from the sensor surface. Figure 6(a) shows
the raw full FOV image captured with vertical illumination. The reconstruction was only car-
ried on a small ROI cropped from the whole FOV, labeled by the blue box shown in Fig. 6(b).
As we mentioned earlier, with only single vertical illumination, the backward-propagated re-
construction lacks z-sectioning ability, and thus cannot resolve two particles that stacked along
the optical axis. While using multiple illuminations avoids this problem and results in a perfect
depth sectioning even in the presence of axially overlapped beads. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the
region highlighted by the red-dotted box contains two random beads that almost axially over-
lap with a center-to-center separation of approximately 25µm in z-direction. However, since
the distances of the two beads to the sensor surface are different, the corresponding diffraction
patterns laterally shifted and thus the overlap reduces when the oblique illumination is used,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 6(b). In Fig. 6(c), the back-propagated intensity distribution re-
constructed from the orthogonal illumination at z = 0 plane (reconstruction distance 622µm
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Fig. 6. Tomographic reconstruction of randomly distributed 3µm beads. (a) Raw full FOV
image captured with vertical illumination. (b) A small ROI cropped from the whole FOV,
the inset shows the diffraction pattern of the region highlighted by the red-dotted box under
oblique illumination (by turning on the top-left corner LED). (c) Back-propagated intensity
image with vertical illumination. (d,e) Tomographically reconstructed z-sections at 0 and
−20µm, respectively. (f) 3D volometirc distribution of the six beads.

from the sensor surface) shows all beads (labeled as A–F) and the axially overlapped beads (E
and F) cannot be resolved. Figures 6(d) and 6(e) show two intensity z sections (z = 0 and z=
−20µm), and Fig. 6(f) shows the whole volumetric intensity distribution of the tomographic
reconstructions with full 64 illuminations. From there results, it is clear that the out-of-focus
beads are successfully rejected from each z slice and the two axially overlapped beads, E and
F, are clearly separated at their corresponding depth.

To further prove the quantitativeness of the reconstruction with our tomographic micro-
scope, we measured the 3D refractive index of a larger (diameter D = 20µm) gentamicin-
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) bead (nPMMA = 1.49) immersed in a transparent matching
refractive index liquid (glycerol, nmedium = 1.473). Figure 7(a) shows the quantitative phase
retrieved at orthogonal illumination, from the three intensity images captured at different wave-
lengths (R,G,B as shown on the left). The phase retrieved fits reasonably well with the ideal
model: a half-sphere profile with a maximum phase shift of φcenter =

2π

λg
D(nPMMA−nmedium)≈

4.1, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Using the set of phase and amplitude images retrieved at various
angles of illumination, we applied the diffraction tomography algorithm described earlier in
this section. The iterative algorithm took 50 iterations to fill the missing information, resulting
in an intact 3-D Fourier spectrum with some ring patterns clearly visible in the central part.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the cross-sectional slices of refractive index distribution of the bead
in the x-y and y-z planes, verifying that our method successfully reconstructed tomograms of
the PMMA bead with correct refractive index values. It should be also noted that the shape
distortion in the axial direction is larger than the lateral dimension, which is expected due to
the limited coverage of the illumination angles.

Finally, to demonstrate the performance of our lensless tomographic microscope for appli-
cations in life sciences, we imaged a deparaffinized and cover-slipped slice of the uterus of
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Fig. 7. 3D refractive index measurement of a 20µm PMMA bead. (a) Quantitative phase
retrieved at orthogonal illumination, from the three intensity images captured at different
wavelengths (shown on the left); (b) Phase profile along the center of the bead, comparison
between measurement and ideal model; (c-d) Cross-sectional slices of refractive index dis-
tribution of the PMMA bead in the x-y and x-z planes, respectively. The kx−ky and ky−kz
slice of the object function in 3D Fourier space after the iterative non-negative constraint
algorithm are shown on the left of (c).

Parascaris equorum in deionized water. In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), the recovered refractive index
and absorption coefficient depth sections at z= −10.6, 0, and 26.4µm are shown. For compar-
ison, we also show the three intensity distributions reconstructed from the orthogonal illumi-
nation at the same depths in Fig. 8(c). The x-z views of respective 3D stacks, cut along the
red dashed line in Figs. 8(a) are shown on the second row. Figure 8(c) emphasizes the rather
low optical sectioning capability of the single-angle illumination reconstruction since no sig-
nificant difference can be observed from the three different intensity images. The elongated
tails shown in the corresponding x-z view suggest that the reconstruction is disturbed by out-
of-focus blurring, which can be expected, as the single-angle illumination scheme has virtually
no z-resolving power, therefore all out-of-focus objects strongly contribute to the final image.
In contrast, with use of the tomography scheme described, each slice shows only the cell con-
tent at the one certain layer while rejects the information distributed at the out-of-focus layers.
Notably, one tiny dirt at the top of the cover-slip (at z=158.4µm) was clearly resolved in the to-
mographic reconstruction, while not resolvable in single-angle illumination result [see zoomed
regions in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)]. In the x-z cross-sections of the tomographic reconstructions,
several isolated scattering centers can be distinguished at different heights. In can be seen that
the egg cells distributed roughly within one layer (approximately±15µm range in z-direction),
and the dirt particle can be easily identified (pointed out by the red arrows) since it is located at
a much higher layer compared with the egg cells. The out-of-focus blur, though not fully elim-
inated, is confined in very shallow funnel-shaped regions. To show more details of fertilized
eggs inside the sample, Figs. 8(d) and 8(e) display the 3D renderings of the refractive index and
absorption corresponding to the boxed area in Fig. 8(a). Note the 3D absorption distribution is
illustrated in reversed contrast, with the regions with high absorption rendered in bright color.
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Fig. 8. 3D tomographic reconstruction of a slice of the uterus of Parascaris equorum. The
first row shows the recovered refractive index depth sections (a), absorption coefficients
depth sections (b), and intensity distributions reconstructed from the orthogonal illumina-
tion (c) at z= –10.6, 0, and 26.4µm. The second row shows the corresponding x-z views of
3D stacks (scale ratio of z to x axis is 1:2), depicted by the red dashed line in (a). The arrows
point out the dust particle located at a higher layer (at z=168.4µm). The third row shows
the 3D renderings of the refractive index (d) (Media 1), absorption distribution before (e),
and after thresholding (f) (Media 2) for the boxed area in (a). Scale bar 400µm.

By simply thresholding based on the absorption values, the 3D distribution of nuclei inside
the fertilized eggs can be obtained as shown in Fig. 8(f), from which the nuclear division phe-
nomenon for cells that undergoing the late (anaphase, or telophase) stages of the mitosis can be
clearly identified.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated lensless quantitative phase microscopy and diffraction
tomography based on a compact on-chip platform, using only a CMOS image sensor and a
programmable color LED matrix. Based on the multi-wavelength phase retrieval and the multi-
angle illumination diffraction tomography, this platform offers high quality, depth resolved im-
ages with a lateral resolution of 3.72µm and an axial resolution of 5µm, over a wide imaging
FOV of 24mm2. Note the resolution and FOV can be further improved by using a larger image
sensors with small pixels straightforwardly. Thanks to its simple and lensless configuration,
the whole platform is quite compact, light-weight, and cost-effective. It is expected to be a
promising non-invasive imaging approach to provide point-of-care diagnostic tools even in re-
mote, undeserved locations, where advanced laboratory facilities are not available or difficult to
access. In our future work, we would like to further improve the system to make it entirely com-
patible with the standard practices of cell culture, accommodating mostly used standard culture
dishes. This may open up new possibilities of using our lensless imaging approach for high-
throughput continuous cell culture monitoring inside standard incubator for extended period of
observation.
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